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Engaging & Educational Programs for Your Library, Community Center, or School
Jez is a Programming Librarian in the Chicago suburbs who not only teaches a variety of popular
programs, but knows the ins and outs of library programming to make the process easy on you. Jez has
presented for over 70 libraries and community centers and has a lot of experience to offer.

CRAFTS & DIY
Beginning Cross-stitch
Cross-stitching isn’t just for grannies anymore! Learn how to get started with cross-stitching and make a
cute design to hang in your home or give as a gift.
Bullet Journaling for Beginners
Want to try bullet journaling, but are too intimidated by the museum-quality examples on Pinterest and
Instagram? Learn the basics of bullet journaling, including sample layouts and possible uses to find the
right fit for you to remove some stress with artful organization.
DIY Self Care Spa
Treat yourself to a night of self care without breaking the bank. Create a variety of sugar scrubs, facials,
and bath bombs using materials you already have at home while learning important self care tips to
pamper yourself inside and out.
Fingerknitting (in-person only)
Make a fashionable scarf with nothing but your fingers! No needles or experience necessary
here—anyone can learn.
Handlettering
Learn the basics of hand lettering to create beautiful custom cards, signs, and gifts. Jez teaches a variety
of techniques for modern and classic styles, as well as demonstrates the tools of the trade and DIY
methods to replicate the effects with everyday pens.
Light-up Constellations (in-person only)
Brighten your space with a unique wall hanging featuring your zodiac sign or other favorite constellation,
complete with glowing stars and an on-off switch!
Nail Art (virtual only)
Make stunning and unique designs on your fingernails! Learn how to use professional tools, then
replicate those techniques using things around your house for an easy DIY nail painting hack.

GENERAL PROGRAMS
Astrology 101
Learn about sun, moon, and rising signs; planets; and houses, plus how to read your natal chart to avoid
future problems, learn your strengths, and embrace your best self.

Intermediate Astrology
Go beyond your horoscope with this deeper dive into astrology. Learn about campanus and whole-sign
house systems, planetary rulerships, and axes to better understand your natal chart and yourself. Then
use profections to prepare for what’s to come in your next year.
Dos and Don’ts of Interior Design (virtual only)
Interior designer Lori Layman lets you in on design secrets that can make or break the overall effect of
your home, regardless of the budget. Learn how to improve your space and style by following these
simple design rules for lighting, window coverings, furniture, and more.
Dress Codes De-Coded
Where’s the line between work casual and too casual? What does festive black tie even mean? Whether
you’re getting ready for a party or a job interview, learn how to dress appropriately and make sense of
the many kinds of dress codes.
How to Do Your Laundry without Ruining Your Wardrobe
Perfect for college students or adults living on their own for the first time, this class explains how to read
care tags, how to care for different types of clothing, and even how to fold a fitted sheet!
Life Lessons from the Happiest People on Earth
Every year, the World Happiness Report is dominated by the same countries: Denmark, Iceland, Finland,
Sweden, and Norway. What is it about these Scandinavian countries that makes living there so pleasant?
Learn to improve your own life by embracing the practices of hygge and lykke (Danish coziness and
happiness); lagom (Swedish balance); sisu (Finnish determination); stilte (Dutch quietude); and friluftsliv
(Norwegian outdoor life).
Shopping, Saving, Storing: Making the Most of Your Food and Funds
Discover the secrets to finding the best produce, storing your food properly, lowering your grocery bills,
and where to find help when you need it. You’ll never throw out a new container of strawberries again!
30 Things to Do in Chicago under $30
From big museums to little-known attractions, learn how to take advantage of everything our beautiful
city has to offer—without breaking the bank. Discover free activities and great deals to make the most of
your weekend or staycation, ranging from history to culture to green spaces and quirky sites off the
beaten path.

JOB HUNTING
Resume Workshop
Learn how to craft an eye-catching and informative resume that’ll help land the job you want. Discover
how to create a document unique to your skills, experience, and goals, as well as how to avoid common
mistakes and overcome issues like work gaps or age discrimination.
Cover Letters Made Simple
Learn how to write a standout cover letter employers will want to read. Cover letters are often the most
stressful and confusing step of the job hunting process and can be what determines whether a candidate
gets an interview. Follow along as Jez breaks down the process step-by-step to help create a cover letter
unique to you that complements your resume and highlights your skills.

No Stress Phone and Video Interviews
Phone and video interviews can be just as stressful as an in-person interview, but involve more difficult
circumstances that can help or hurt your case to move forward in the job hunting process. Learn the
difference between types of interviews and how to prepare for them, as well as tips on presenting your
best self when you’re not actually in the room.
Ace Your In-Person Interview
Wow an employer at your interview! Job coach Jez Layman explains the before, during, and after of the
most crucial part of the job hunting process. Learn how to prepare, research a company, dress the part,
answer questions with ease, sell yourself better, and follow up afterwards.

